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The girls reunite
in Victoria BC
for our
th
70 birthdays
MONTREAL’S LEADING BUYER
OF RARE COINS SINCE 1928

WE WILL GIVE YOU TOP DOLLAR FOR
ALL YOUR OLD COINS & PAPER MONEY
Canada, USA, World, Ancient and Medieval coins
Silver, Gold and Platinum wanted in coins, bars or jewellery

1117 Ste. Catherine W, Suite 700, Montreal

514-289-9761

carsleys.com
rsley
ys.c
com
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Large
liquidation and
surprise discounts
in store!

Medi Athleti-K
NEW ADDRESS

Phone
orders
accepted

653 Curé-Labelle Blvd, Laval

Tel.: 450-934-9989

Near Samson Blvd.
Monday to Saturday from 10am to 5pm

ELECTRIC

1-844-384-4482

DELIVERY
INCLUDED

SCOOTERS

Until
June 22, 2019

Maximum
range
20 km

Spitfire Spitfire
Scout 3 Scout DST4
Wheels 3x8"
Batteries
2 x 12AH
Maximum
range
$
15 km

Wheels 4x8"
Batteries
Maximum
2 x 20AH
range
20 km
$

ZooMe Flex folding scooter

999 1599

6" Wheels, 7" rear wheels
Lithium batteries 10AH

Surprise discount in store!

Ventura 18”

Maximum
range
40 km

Wheels 4x10"
Batteries 2 x 33AH

Maximum
range
25 km

Panther 20”

Also available
with 3 wheels

Wheels 4x14"
Batteries 2 x 50AH

Surprise
discount
in store!

Surprise
discount
in store!

GREAT SELECTION
OF PANTYHOSE

$

reg. $119,99

99

99

Surprise
discount
in store!

Starting at

Starting at

199

6" wheels at the rear
Wheels 2x10" at the front
2 stabilizing wheels
Battery 2 x 35AH

Rollator

Wheelchair
$

$

99

Foldable
Rollator

129 99
$

Stockings 15 to 20 mmHg

3 pairs/$50
Knee-high

10 OFF

with coupon

with $50+ purchase at regular prices

SUPPORO
COMPRESSION SOCKS

Free delivery

Starting at

199 99

Metal
Commodes

“M” Bed safety rail

3 pairs/$40

$

Maximum
range
24 km

Titan 16”

Front and rear
suspension

High or low
toilet seats

Without wheels

Selection of
walkers

Bath seats

with and without back

$

Starting at

99 99

With wheels

44 99

Expires: June 22 2019

$

reg. $119,99

(reg. $109,99)

$

Starting at

89

99

With wheels

reg. $349,99

$

299

$

reg. $69,99

49 99

99

Come see our products in store. Even greater selection!
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$

reg. $59,99

39 99

Peace Now director advocates two-state solution
The pamphlet published by Peace
Now and distributed at a meeting
last month at Temple Emanu-ElBeth-Sholom underlines the current raison d’être of the group:
“Israeli settlements 2018: After 51
years of occupation, it is time for a
two-state solution.”
The Israeli electorate did not respond
to that goal in the recent election,
which resulted in Benjamin Netanyahu failing to form a new government. New elections are to be held
Sept. 17. According to Peace Now’s
statistics, in the ten years since he
became prime minister, 10,346
new housing units were built in the
settlements and the number of
settlers have increased by 120,518.
Peace Now campaigns for two states
for two peoples, opposes the expansion of settlements on lands occupied
by Israel following the 1967 war, and
calls for an end to a situation where,
as the group’s executive director,
Shaqued Morag, put it, Arab-Palestinian residents of East Jerusalem and
the West Bank do not enjoy equal
rights with their Jewish neighbours.
Peace Now was founded in March,
1978, after 384 reserve officers and
soldiers from Israeli Army combat units published an open letter
calling on the Israeli government to
use the opportunity of the 1977 visit
by then President Sadat to make
peace with Egypt.
At last month’s meeting, attended
by some 80 people, a video featured
a middle-aged Israeli speaking with
pride of that 1978 peace deal and his
ability to raise a family without fear
of another war with Egypt.
The establishment of a Palestinian
state alongside Israel is now a focus
of the group’s political action as the
only viable solution to the IsraeliPalestinian conflict. Morag’s visit
here, and to Toronto and Ottawa,
was designed to seek support from

Photo: Barbara Moser

Irwin Block

Shaqued Morag

Canadians who share Peace Now
ideas. With Israel exercising ultimate
military control over almost three
million West Bank Palestinians,
carrying out the policies of a government they do not participate in, the
situation is “not just, not moral, not
democratic, and it’s not a cure,”
Morag said.
Since Donald Trump became U.S.
president, “there has been a building
frenzy in the settlements.”
Peace Now supports the Geneva
Initiative enabling three quarters of
the settlers to remain in their homes
as part of land swaps, with outlying
settlements being abandoned and
parcels of land close to the Green
Line (pre-1967 borders) turned over
to the Palestinians. They believe the
Jewish neighbourhoods of Jerusalem
should be in Israel’s capital while the
Palestinian neighbourhoods should
form the capital of an independent
Palestine.
But if Israel annexes Area C, of the
West Bank, comprising 60 per cent
of the land, as some propose, some
2.9 million Palestinians would end
up living in some 150 un-contiguous
enclaves, a formula that their leadership rejects. To Morag, this proposal
is “immoral” because it would drastically reduce the limited area of
historic Palestine they would control.
Morag also argues that this solution does not make any security
sense since a Palestinian state composed of so many small enclaves
Quebec’s International
Family Law Firm
Since 1957

• Estate
• Divorce / Separation
• Custody
• Financial Support
• Elder Rights
• Personal Rights
• Youth Law
• International Family Law
• Immigration
• International Child Kidnapping
• Protective Supervision

would be more difficult to monitor.
Peace Now fears that some form of
partial annexation would be part of any
deal being prepared by Jared Kishner,
Trump’s point man on this issue.
“This is what we are most afraid
of, a major risk for democracy and
peace,” Morag said.
Meanwhile, U.S. media report that
the Trump administration is trying a
new approach in leading a two-day
economic workshop in Bahrein this
month when it is expected to unveil
plans to raise tens of billions in
investment for the occupied territories. Kushner is said to believe
that improving Palestinian livelihood should take precedence
over political solutions, which are at
an impasse.
The initial reaction among Palestinian leaders, as reported by U.S.
media, has been negative, and was
likened to “an economic normalization of the Israeli occupation.” Saeb
Erekat, The Palestine Liberation
Organization’s chief negotiator, said
peace efforts should not be “about
improving living conditions under
occupation, but about reaching
Palestine’s full potential by ending
the Israeli occupation.”

Hanan Ashrawi, another prominent
Palestinian leader, said the “workshop” sidesteps “the legal and political
imperatives of a just peace.” Palestinians want a broader solution, she
said, which would enable “the right
to live in freedom & sovereignty on
our land, not as a handout to make
our captivity palatable.”
Sam Bahour, a Ramallah-based
consultant, said that financing is
not the big issue for West Bank
Palestinians, who seek relief from the
encirclement of Jewish settlements
and the overwhelming control of
Israeli security forces.
“We lack the resources: land,
water, movement, access and frequency. It doesn’t require a grand
plan, nor does it require a grand
workshop. It requires Israel getting
its boot off at least the economic part
of our neck,” Bahour said.
Israeli officials blame the failure of
previous peace proposals on the Palestinian leadership’s refusal to compromise on hard-line positions and
the continued hostility of Islamist
military groups such as Hamas,
which governs the Gaza Strip and
refuses to accept a Jewish state.
irblock@hotmail.com

$460*
To save on your insurance, call us:
West Island Agency
189 Hymus BLVD
Suite 300
Tel.: 514-906-5795

Daniel Romano
Avocat-Attorney

Margherita Morsella
Avocat-Attorney

1 Westmount Square, Suite 711, Tower 1, Westmount, QC H3Z 2P9

t: 514-939-1200
www.kalmansamuels.com | info@kalmansamuels.com

*Terms and conditions apply. Trademark owned by Allstate Insurance Company used under license by AllstateInsurance Company of Canada.
©2019 Allstate Insurance company of Canada."
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Photo: a random tourist

Four Edmonton girls reuniting in Victoria, B.C.

Cowichan Bay
Memphremagog Getaway July 4
A gastronomic cruise on the catamaran. Mempremagog Cruise of
3 hours/1 meal aboard the ship/
information on the Grand Cru
region/visit to Georgeville.
$135 pp
Manoir Richelieu
Charlevoix July 7-9
2 nights at Fairmont Hotel,
2 breakfasts, 2 dinners, one at
St. Hubert BBQ and one at Fairmont
Le Manoir Richelieu. Credit voucher
of $15 pp member of club casino
privileges. Free time in Old Quebec
City $430 double, $545 single

Barbara Moser

Cruising with Billy Joel &
Elton John, 1000 Islands
Tour Aug. 6
Spencer Evans & his band
play a rocking tribute to
Elton John & Billy Joel:
Rocket Man, Crocodile Rock
and more. 3-hour lunchcruise. $105 pp. Limited
space, book early

Niagara Falls
September 9-12
Live the high life at the
Fallsview Casino Resort
Hotel, perched high above
the thundering waters of
Niagara Falls. 3 nights at
Hilton Fallsview 3 breakfasts, dinner & show.
$650 double, $875 single

 Retirement home search

 Turn-key home sale transaction



 Maximizing the value of your




L to R: Thyrza Cohen, Mona Herring
& Joanne Berger

- Free of charge, no obligation
Independent Living,
Assisted Living, Memory Care
Organizing and accompanying
your family on tours
Proactive search for future needs
or immediate placement




home
Downsizing and transition
support
Home upgrades and repairs

Our teAM wiLL be by yOur SiDe
eVery Step Of the wAy.
Matt Del Vecchio, owner of Lianas
Services Senior Transition Support;
Certified Professional Consultant on
Aging; Host of “Life Unrehearsed” on
CJAD800 every Sunday at 4:00PM.
Stefanie Cadou, Residential Real
Estate broker with Royal LePage
Village and Senior Transition
Specialist.
Our Lianas Senior
Advisors: Daniel Sigler
and Patricia Tudor

CALL US AT 514-622-8074
FOR A FREE, NO ObLIgATION CONSULTATION.
WWW.LIANASSERVICES.COM

WWW.STEFANIECADOU.COM
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We celebrated our 70th birthdays
in Victoria, B.C. in May. We had
grown up together in Edmonton,
Alberta and attended Talmud
Torah, the only Jewish school in
the city, then with 5,000 Jews, from
Grades 1 to 6.
Mona Herring (Kagna), invited us
to explore her city, and Joanne Berger
(Cohen) and Thyrza Cohen came
from Edmonton and White Rock,
BC for the occasion. I was happy to
make it a foursome and fly across the
country to complete the BJMT club,
circa 1958, where we engaged in arts
and crafts while pining over Arnie
Silverman, a boy in our class we
secretly admired. I guess it’s not a
secret anymore, Arnie.
Mona reserved a fabulous twobedroom suite at the Victoria Regent
hotel downtown facing the Inner
Harbour, with living room, full
kitchen and two bedrooms with
baths, not to mention the groovy
balcony where we drank wine
and reminisced about our years at
Talmud Torah. The suite, at $500
a night, was ideally located, a short
walk to Victoria’s scenic and historic
downtown.
Our first dinner was at Fish Hook
at Mermaid Wharf. We began to
wax nostalgic over our youth in
Edmonton, sharing lots of photos
(circa 1955-64) and our autograph
books. Later, in our suite, we had
dessert — a keto blueberry crumble
Mona and I had lovingly prepared at
her condo where I’d stayed the first
three days before the others arrived.
That first morning that we were
all together, Thyrza and I took a
taxi boat to Fisherman’s Wharf
and walked around the houseboats,
brightly-coloured and beautifully
maintained. In the afternoon we
drove to Mona’s town, Oak Bay.
(There are some 13 towns in Victoria each with a different mayor). We
lunched on sable fish at The Snug in

the Oak Bay Beach Hotel and then
spent the rest of the afternoon visiting the Winchester Gallery featuring
Canadian art, browsing the shops on
the main street of Oak Bay and stopping for cheese and olives along the
way at Ottavio’s.
Before Thyrza and Joanne arrived,
Mona and I had a chance to tour
the organic farms on the way to her
house from the airport and stock up
on cherry tomatoes, fresh herbs, and
greens, not to mention asparagus
from a farm selling only asparagus
and trusting us to put our $5-abunch through a slot. It’s a first for
me. We also toured the Victoria Art
Gallery, which houses my favourite
artist, Emily Carr, and as I marveled
at her trees, I remembered that she
was my inspiration when I began
painting at the Edmonton Art Gallery at 11.
Back to Oakville, it’s a lovely place
to live and visit. Mona’s condo has
a close-up view of the bay and the
many families of Canada geese
washing themselves off by the shore.
She claims they can be a nuisance
when they get into the greenery but
hey, Canada geese have to eat and
feed their babies, right?
Of the restaurants, two stand out:
The vegetarian-Chinese Lotus Garden downtown — there is nothing
like this in Montreal — perfect for
vegans who love Chinese flavours.
The other is the Zanata winery, where
we lunched on the way to Duncan,
61 km from Victoria, to visit Sue
and Rick whose second home is the
Amblecote Holly Farm. We stopped
off at Cowichan Bay, 55 k. from
Victoria. Duncan is the city in the
Cowichan Valley. The picture, taken
on our third day, on the front page is
of Cowichan Bay and the picture of
us is at Sue and Rick’s farmhouse.
Sue and Rick have filled their 1880s
second home with Canadiana, Parisian antiques and posters, and gorgeous BC paintings, and remodeled
the house to preserve its authenticity.
The view from the house is spectacular. The holly trees are no longer
farmed because it’s simply too much
work, but for 200 years one family
managed a Christmas business
supplying holly all over Western
Canada, which Sue and Rick took
over for a few years.
We spent much of our time remembering our years at Talmud
Torah. Every teacher was discussed.
We remembered our principal Mr.
Chetner, taunting us with his strap,
Mrs. Eilie rapping our knuckles when

Three of us with Rick and Sue at their home in Duncan

we didn’t perform in Grade 1, Mrs. Katzer reading
Winnie the Pooh aloud to us in Grade 2, the infernal tense exercises (see, saw, seen) Miss Hutt made
us copy from the board in Grade 3, and square
dancing in the gym with Mrs. Walker, in Grade 6.
Thyrza remembers me sticking up for her at
recess in Grade 1 when another girl picked on her.
Folding my arms across my chest I told Thyrza:
“Tell the teacher on her!” She did and the harassment stopped. I could see my personality being
formed in that story.
We remembered our teen years at Ross Sheppard High, along with first dates, football games,
and Young Judaea (a Zionist youth group), where
we would sit around a make-believe camp fire
singing “We shall overcome” and “Hiroshima.”
We remembered Bobby Landa driving us to the
first A & W in Edmonton at lunch time and the
Chinese restaurant at the Woodsworth outdoor
mall, where we would meet for lunch running
back just in time for class.
I remembered the “Morality Squad” searching
for teens in cars, checking to make sure we had all
our clothes on. Now why do I remember that? No
one else did. We didn’t know at the time that this
was a police unit. Even though it was the dawn
of the hippie era, let’s not forget this was also
Alberta, known then as the Bible Belt.
As our time together came to a close, we shed
tears of gratitude for the mere fact that we were
all reasonably healthy and would all turn 70 in

Chesed Shel Emes
Funeral Home

Providing affordable burials, for the Jewish community,
for more than 50 years.

514-273-3211
935 Beaumont, Montreal

www.jewishfuneral.ca • yaakov@jewishfuneral.ca

the next two months and had come together to
celebrate. We remembered two friends, Elaine
Winicure and Sharon Bleviss, who are no longer
with us and are still in our hearts.
We decided we might do it again next year in
Montreal, the BJMT club as we were known to
each other back in the late 1950s, because every
year is worth celebrating, isn’t it? Maybe the girls
in Toronto will join us, including Trudy and
Rachel and maybe even Honey and Esi from
Edmonton will come.
Thank you Thyrza, Mona, and Joanne for making this reunion so lovely, for not changing all
that much, and for reminding me of our childhoods in Edmonton. Next year in Montreal!

Sunset scene from our hotel
SUTTON - ENJOY
RURAL LIFE only
minutes to town
services, restaurants,
art galleries, and
more. Good solid
well-maintained
two-level home with
patio, built-in garage
and up-to-date septic
system. Peaceful
2.8 acres, lots of
space for your
garden. $345,000

Lois Hardacker Chart. R.E. Bkr 450-242-2000
Royal LePage Au Sommet Real Estate Agency
www.loishardacker.com

ARE YOU A SENIOR CITIZEN SUFFERING FROM
Insomnia or Chronic Pain
Give Larry our new Senior Educator a call to find out
if Medical Cannabis is the right treatment for you.
Register online or call Larry for your
Free Phone Consultation

1-514-975-0172
www.oneounce.com

Joyeuse fête nationale du Québec à tous
et une heureuse fête du Canada !
Wishing you a great Quebec National Holiday
and Canada Day!

M. Guy Ouellette

Senior Residence

Fulfilling Needs
at Every Stage

• Retirement lifestyle of distinction & quality
• Round-the-clock caregiving by full nursing staff
• Quality service • Luxurious accommodations
• Recreational programs • At-home atmosphere
• Fully Renovated apartments

Député de / M.N.A. for Chomedey

Constituency office
4599 Samson Blvd, #201
Laval (Quebec)
Tel: 450-686-0166
Fax: 450-686-7153
guy.ouellette.chom@assnat.qc.ca

placekensington.com
A DIVISION OF FAIRWAY MANAGEMENT CORP.

• General Dentistry
• Implants
• Invisalign
Dr. Javid Musevi & Associates
5890 Monkland Ave. Suite 10
514-484-8808 www.dentwest.com
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Editorial

Raybould and Philpott could defeat the principles they advocate

The announcement by two former federal Liberal cabinet ministers, Jodi Wilson Raybould
and Jane Philpott, that they will be seeking reelection as independents, refocuses attention on
the damage they have done to the Liberal brand.
The Liberals have made mistakes but they are
far preferable to the Conservatives led by Andrew
Scheer. By refusing to join the Green Party, led by
their friend Elizabeth May or the NDP, which is
sagging in the polls, the JWR-Philpott tag team
hopes to be re-elected as independents, signaling
they might rejoin the Liberals if Justin Trudeau
is replaced. Significantly, both said at their press
conferences they would not want to see Scheer
become the next prime minister, but they are
ironically contributing to the Conservatives’ rise
in popularity.
Scheer, with his right-wing policies and views,
must be prevented from taking power. His election will unleash measures detrimental to progress
on a variety of issues, especially the environment,
foreign policy, moving ahead on national pharmacare, and strengthening our essential public broadcaster, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
In fact, the system, that Raybould railed against,
worked: SNC Lavalin was formally charged last

Conference
June 13th 8:30AM — 1PM

month with bribery and fraud committed by former executives in a bid to obtain lucrative contracts
in Libya. The less punitive alternative could still be
invoked, but the case is moving toward a trial.
The negative publicity hurt the governing party
and Trudeau, who has lost significant public support as a direct result. At the very least, Raybould
and Philpott showed they are not team players,
displayed poor judgment, lacked flexibility, and
were prepared to inflict political damage on their
party in the interest of enhancing their personal
standing as beacons of righteousness.
The Liberals may still win the election, but end
up leading a minority government. The damage
inflicted has given impetus to Scheer’s bid to win
the top political job in Canada, and therein lies
the danger. At a time when populist and rightwing governments are on the rise with repressive
policies in particular with regard to refugees and
immigration, Raybould and Philpott might get
exactly what they don’t want, and end up with a
government and policies they abhor.
On the environment, Trudeau is on track with
measures he has promoted to move away from
fossil fuels, the burning of which create greenhouse gases that are warming the environment
to dangerous degrees. The Liberal’s carbon tax is
the right way to go. Ottawa has created a national
standard and left it up to the provinces to decide

“Geriatric Healthcare
Professionals and Seniors
Talking Together”.
Register at: www.seniorsactionquebec.ca
Contact: Ruth Pelletier if you have any questions
ruthkathleenpelletier@gmail.com 450-455-5982

Universal Monuments

528 Crépeau Blvd.
Mascouche, QC

Home & office security systems
Medeco-Abloy
John Machalani
Sales Director

T 514-945-5445
F 450-474-6207

Mailboxes, Master key systems, Security grills
Residential, commercial.
Sales, installation, service

mcwhinnielocksmith.ca

6010 Sherbrooke St. W. (bet. Hampton & Belgrave)
Cell: 514 952-8891 • Tel. & Fax: 514 481-8891

‘Around the Table Lunch’
at Beaconsfield United Church,
202 Woodside Rd, Beaconsfield

All seniors are welcome for our free lunch happening
the first and third Tuesday of the month. There will be
a speaker or activity based around seniors.
Lunch starts at 12pm.

Please R.S.V.P. to bucseniorslunch@gmail.com
Loonie Breakfast

We offer home personalized service

Rabbi Mordechai Tober
John Machalani
3801 Jean-Talon West 514-344-1716

 ome join a wonderful group of seniors Thursday
C
mornings! On the first and third Thursday of each
month, a coffee & muffin breakfast will be served at
9am. On the second and the fourth Thursday of the
month, a full hot breakfast will be served at 9am.
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For more info contact the church office at

514-695-0600

how to meet it. It started at $10 a tonne last year
and will increase $10 a year to hit $50 by 2022. A
$10 tax on a tonne of carbon boils down to a tax
on gasoline of 2 cents alitre. A $50 a tonne price
means a gas tax of 11 cents a litre.
Scheer’s allies, the newly elected Conservative
governments in Ontario and Alberta, have declared war on the tax that is broadly supported
in Quebec and B.C. Scheer has spoken at anti-tax
rallies, but refuses to divulge his plan to replace
it. We suspect he will lean toward the anti-tax
position advocated by premiers Jason Kenney in
Albert and Doug Ford in Ontario.
Scheer has promised to mimic the U.S. in not
only recognizing Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, but
moving our embassy there from Tel Aviv. This
controversial move by the U.S. has added another
impediment in efforts to resolve the long-standing Israeli-Palestinian conflict with a two-state
solution, where the status of Jerusalem, which
Israel has declared as its capital, remains a serious
area of contention, awaiting a final solution in a
negotiated peace agreement.
Scheer’s announcement is less nuanced than
that taken by Australia, for example, which
announced in December that it recognizes West
Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, and will move its
Tel Aviv embassy there – but only after a peace
settlement is reached. So far, Guatemala is the
only country to follow the U.S. embassy move.
Scheer has lashed out at CBC’s excellent foreign
coverage on radio and television saying its news
service should focus exclusively on Canada. What
an insular and silly position! Is he really suggesting that we should rely on privately owned CTV,
which is cutting back on coverage locally, for
our foreign news? CBC correspondents reflect a
much-needed Canadian perspective that others
cannot provide. We are lucky to have such seasoned and perceptive reporters as Nahlah Ayed
in Europe, senior correspondent Susan Ormiston, Washington correspondents Paul Hunter
and Lyndsay Duncombe, to illuminate major
developments, in keeping with a long tradition
of journalistic excellence and balanced reporting.
And where is Scheer’s respect for the arms-length
relationship that our government is supposed
to maintain with the public broadcaster? What
Scheer is starting to say about policy is a sure
sign that his becoming prime minister would be a
threat to the direction we want our governments
to follow. We must do what we can to ensure that
the Trudeau Liberals form the next government.
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Talk to your adult children about your estate plans
What type of financial legacy would you like to
leave to your adult children? Whatever you have
in mind, share it with them. Make sure they
understand your estate plan so you can avoid
potential confusion, hard feelings and family
squabbles when it’s time to settle your affairs.
Of course, it may not be easy to discuss estate
planning with your children. Even though they’re
adults, they may feel uncomfortable discussing
topics dealing with your death.
In fact, surveys have shown that fewer than one
in three families have had meaningful conversations about estate planning. Once you’ve decided
to bring up estate planning with your children,
how should you go about it? Consider easing into
the subject by talking about matters that may not
be so emotionally charged. For example, discuss
your grandchildren’s post-secondary education
and how you’d like to help pay for it. Or talk
about a charity you support, and mention that
you’re planning to remember it in the future.
Once you’ve broken the ice, it will be easier to
move into the finer details of your estate plan.
Tell your children what’s in your will, who the
executor is, who helped prepare it and where a

Financial Fitness
Deborah Leahy
copy can be found. Better still, give them a copy.
You may even want to discuss these matters with
your children before you draw up or amend your
will, to make it easier to meet their wishes and
expectations. For example, find out which of your
children might be interested in the family home
or cottage, or who has a special attachment to
certain family heirlooms, before you decide how
to distribute property. This will help ensure even
and fair distribution of your assets.
If you intend to use a trust or other vehicle to
transfer assets, explain the advantages with the
help of your financial advisor. For example, your
intention might be to better manage taxation of
your estate, provide longer-lasting benefits to your
heirs or manage potential legal complications.
It’s also important to discuss how your affairs
should be managed if you become incapacitated. You should prepare powers of attorney for

financial matters and personal care. That means
deciding who will act on your behalf if you can’t
make financial or medical decisions. If you pick
one of your children as your representative,
explain the choice to your other children.
And always make sure your will and other elements of your estate plan are up to date. Your will
should take into account new family births, marriages, divorces, remarriages and deaths. Review
your will at least once a year to make sure it reflects
your wishes and any developments that might
call for changes in beneficiaries or terms. And
don’t forget to review the beneficiaries named in
insurance policies and financial accounts.
When all of these elements are in place, everybody benefits. Plus, you’ll avoid the estate
planning problems that the unexpected can bring.
Your financial advisor can help arrange professional legal and tax assistance to help develop and
execute your plan.
Deborah Leahy is an Investment Advisor
with Edward Jones
deborah.leahy@edwardjones.com
Edward Jones, Member of Canadian Investor
Protection Fund

Looking back at 65 years of sharing and caring

Photos: Sun Youth Archives

In 1954, Sid Stevens and the late
Earl De La Perralle, along with
friends, founded what was to
become Sun Youth. Most people
know the story of our inception.
Though they were kids (13 and 9),
Sid and Earl produced and rented a
handwritten newspaper, the Clark
Street Sun, to collect funds to buy
shirts for their hockey team. At that
time, they used to play outdoor hockey
at Fletcher’s Field hockey rink, now
known as Jeanne-Mance Park.
There are many achievements
people may be less aware of. Did you
know that Sun Youth’s food bank
was the first of its kind in Quebec, the
second in Canada? At the time, there
were soup kitchens but we wanted
people to get help anonymously,
allowing them to bring back food
to their families. We were the first
to stop city buses so that fire victims

Here at
Sun Youth
Nicolas
Carpentier

would have a warm place to wait
while they were being relocated.
Did you know that Jean Coutu’s
son, François-Jean, represented
Canada and Sun Youth at a
basketball tournament in Denmark?
In the 1970’s, we organized many
sports exchanges, notably in hockey
with Finland and Sweden.
We hosted the International Crime
Prevention Practitioners Conference
in 1987. “It was the first time it was
held outside the U.S. and the first
time they had a Canadian president
(Earl De La Perralle),” says Sun Youth
Director Johanne Saltarelli.
One thing’s for sure: we know how
to keep secrets. Think of all the years
we’ve kept Mr. Bike Man’s name
a secret. Former Quebec Premier
Lucien Bouchard came to help us at
Christmas for many years without
media presence. “He would always
come December 22 on his birthday,
and we would sing him Happy
Birthday,” says Ann St Arnaud, Sun
Youth Communications Director.
Sixty five years ago, Sid and Earl had
no idea what they would accomplish.
The newspaper they produced to
finance activities for underprivileged
The cover page of the Clark Street Sun youths would become one of
January 1960 issue. Montreal’s best-known charities.

Sid Stevens (left) and Harry Friedman (right) working on the January 1960 issue of the
Clark Street Sun, on a typewriter which is still in Sun Youth’s possession.
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Stolen meanings are inevitable even in “pure” mathematics
Earlier this year I read a New York Times article
entitled Stop Saying “Exponential”– Sincerely,
a Math Nerd in which University of Maryland,
Baltimore County mathematics professor, Manil
Suri, railed against the increasing use of “exponential” to mean “a whole lot” and declared this
is erroneous because the word should only be
applied towards a trend and not to a single comparison. Hence, he believes a Washington Post
report on “exponentially richer private-sector
jobs” represents a misuse of the term.
In fact, many words that originated in scientific
fields over time take on broader definitions. For

ST. PATRICK SQUARE

Great Value Includes!

• Fridge & stove
• Heat & Hydro
• Spacious locker
• 12-foot balcony
• Award winning gardens
• 9-hole putting green

• Indoor swimming pool
• Dry heat sauna
• Exercise room
• Billiards room
• Library • Chapel
• Shuffleboard

An active apartment community
designed for autonomous individuals 55+

514-481-9609
6767 Côte St. Luc Road
entrance via King Edward

View our video at spsquare.ca

The Word Nerd
Howard Richler
example, the word “myopia” surfaced in 1693 to
refer to an inability to see distant objects clearly
but by 1821, poet Charlotte Smith used it metaphorically in the phrase “myopia of the mind.”
Similarly, “galaxy” may have only enjoyed an
astronomical sense at birth but within centuries
the word was being used to refer to any brilliant
assemblage, such as “galaxy of movie stars.”
Other words that have been usurped from scientific fields include atmosphere, eclipse, electricity,
epicenter, horizon, orbit, organic and quantum.
In his article Dr Suri acknowledged that “English
has a long history of borrowing specialized words
for other purposes; for example, ‘catalyst’ from
chemistry being applied to people. But an essential characteristic of mathematics, one it arguably
lives and dies by, is precision.”
Oh really?
Let’s look at some “precise” mathematical terms.
“Corollary” is defined in the Oxford English
Dictionary (OED) as “In Geometry, etc., a proposition appended to another that has been demonstrated, and following immediately from it
without new proof; hence an immediate inference, deduction, consequence.” Its first use in this
sense is found in Geoffrey Chaucer’s translation

WHAT IF...
Someone you love can no longer take care of themselves

We have the ANSWERS

of medieval philosopher Boethius’s The Consolation of Philosophy. But by 1674, we see this generalized OED definition: “Something that follows in
natural course; a practical consequence, result.”
Another mathematical term that has seen added
meanings is “tangent.” The OED shows this 1594
definition “Geometry. Of a line or surface in relation to another (curved) line or surface: Touching,
i.e. meeting at a point and (ordinarily) not intersecting” But by 1823 the burgeoning field of crystallography used it to mean “Applied to a plane
replacing an edge or solid angle of a crystal that
is more properly a secant plane. Alas, even nonscientific senses developed such a “flying off at/on
a tangent” to mean “erratic” and a general sense of
something “touching” or “contiguous.”
Similarly, “parameter” originally only had a mathematical sense in the 17th century but in the interim
years is has been adopted by the fields of electricity, statistics and music and in the 20th century it has
acquired a generalized sense to refer to any distinguishing or defining characteristic. “Perimeter” has
roots in geometry but has been adopted by ophthalmology, the military, and (horrors!) even basketball
where it refers to the three-point line.
Dr. Suri ends his piece by saying “math is one of
the few institutions we have left free of doublespeak
or embellishment or biased opinion. Its words are
supposed to mean exactly what they say.”
As I’ve demonstrated, it ain’t so. Q.E.D.
Richler’s latest book is Wordplay:
Arranged and Deranged Wit

Remember
when gas was
55¢/litre?
Take advantage of today’s
prices. Plan your final
arrangements now and
choose your own budget
and monthly terms.
Take the first step:
Order the Family Registry
Estate Planner™ FREE!

› Devoted health care professionals
and nursing supervision 24/7
› Weekly DOCTOR visits
Included: medication management,
weekly housekeeping, laundry of linens
and 3 meals per day
› Personal care services also available,
adapted to the needs of the individual
› Secure MEMORY CARE wing

Rideau
Memorial Gardens & Funeral Home
rideaumemorial.com
514-683-6700
Lakeview
Memorial Gardens
lakeview-memorial.ca
514-694-9294

Call or come visit us to learn more
1055 Tecumseh, DDO

514-685-4444

www.chateaudollard.com
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Orchestral concerts include much-loved Broadway musical
Irwin Block

Apart from Montreal’s Métro, one
of Mayor Jean Drapeau’s legacies
is his promotion of the Concerts
populaires de Montréal, a summer
series designed to broaden the appeal
of classical and symphonic music.
The idea was to make orchestral
music accessible and affordable, in
particular to those living in eastern
Montreal. When general manager
Sylvie Demers took over four years
ago, she extended its reach by injecting a more popular flavor to the
usual classical repertoire.
Now in its 55th consecutive season,
the concert series is designed to appeal
to a wide spectrum of music lovers
and judging by the lineup, is well
worth the trip to the Centre Pierre
Charbonneau, at 3000 Viau St. to
enrich your summer-in-the city experience. Its production of the music
from West Side Story, with a full
orchestra and chorus of 25 singing
the original English lyrics, is worthy
of note. There is free parking and it’s
a short walk from the Viau metro.
The “populaire” part of the label
was to underline broad appeal, and
the setting in the 1960s was the Maurice Richard Arena. It is organized
by Comité Musique Maisonneuve,
part of its year-round programming
to serve eastern Montreal residents,

Manager Sylvie Demers, with tenor Marc Hervieux

with financial support from the
Hochelaga-Maisonneuve borough.
The acoustics have been adjusted
so the sound will be “comparable to
what you get at the Salle Wilfrid-Pelletier of Place des Arts,” Demers said.
The opener, on June 26, at 7:30 pm,
sold out quickly, a salute to the great
songs that are synonymous with Frank
Sinatra and Michael Bublé, with a big
band arrangment by Orchestre La
Sinfonia de Lanaudière, and several
vocalists. Only a few tickets remain
for the closing show Aug. 1, starring
tenor Marc Hervieux in La dolce vita,
a program of great Italian music,
including operatic masterpieces,
backed by a 30-member orchestra.
Tickets are available for all other
concerts, Thursday from 7:30pm.
July 4 – Les 4 Saisons d’André
Gagnon Symphonique – a tribute
to the most beautiful melodies composed by pianist André Gagnon, is

the focus, as interpreted by pianist/
arranger Stéphane Aubin. Vocalist
Kathleen Fortin will sing excerpts
from Gagnon’s opera Nelligan, and
several “surprises” are promised.
July 11 – Opera is on the menu
with Mozart, Mozart, Mozart – the
composer’s most beautiful arias, with
many of the brightest new Canadian
voices training with l’Opéra de Montréal’s workshop, and the Orchestre
de l’Agora, featuring younger musicians, directed by Nicolas Ellis, a 2018
Radio-Canada discovery of the year.

July 18 – Symphonic music composed for film is the theme of Du
cinéma, Bien entendu! Lise Bellehumeur will direct the Sherbrookebased Orchestre du Septième Art.
Simultaneously, film clips from the
movies that featured the music will
be shown on giant screens.
July 25 – An all-time Broadway
favourite, West Side Story – music
by Leonard Bernstein and lyrics by
Stephen Sondheim – will be performed by the 73 younger musicians
of l’Orchestre de la Francophonie,
directed by Jean-Philippe Tremblay, and 25 young singers, notably
French soprano Anne-Marie Suire.
Says Demers: “When you see this
performance, you will never again
react in the same way to the film’s
soundtrack!” Tickets are available
online ranging from $39.15 for seating at tables to $31.15, discounted to
$34.15 and $26.15, for 60plus.
Tickets: concertspopulairesdemonteal.com, or 514-872-2200

Just opened and accepting new residents!
Nestled in the heart of Baie-D’Urfé, a loving family home for seniors...

WE ARE:

• A “boutique”
family-run residence
• Located on a tranquil
and peaceful
property
• The best family
type Seniors’
residence in the
West Island
deborah.leahy@edwardjones.com

OFFERING:

• Long/short term care
and assisted living
• 24/7 nurses aids/
custom tailored
services
• Centrally monitored
security systems
• “Call for help” systems
• Exceptional Cuisine

298 rue Victoria, Baie D’Urfe H9X 2J2 • 514-250-3021
manoirbaiedurfe@gmail.com
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Senior residences — what are the categories?
I often hear the comment “I had no idea I could
have all this” when taking families to tour prospective senior residences. The senior living
industry has come a long way over the last
decade or two. There is an abundance of choices
ranging from very basic to high-end resorttype residences offering a full array of services
and dining. In fact, there are over 700 certified
senior residences in the greater Montreal region.
Navigating your options can be complicated,
confusing and overwhelming. Even the word
“senior residence” can have many names

HAVE FUN
WITH FRIENDS

Making the Move
Matt Del Vecchio
including retirement home, senior community, or
nursing home. The categories are Independent Living,
Assisted Living and CHSLD.
Independent Living
This type of residence provides the benefit of your own
apartment with access to services that meet your needs.
The Ministry of Health and Social Services of Quebec
stipulates that a minimum of two services must be
offered. They could include meals, domestic help,
security, or recreation. Most independent living senior
residence apartments have a full kitchen or kitchenette,
private bathroom(s) and access to common areas.
Studios, one bedroom or two bedrooms are normally
offered to suit your budget and space requirements.
Residences range from subsidized, non-profit to
high end with an array of amenities, activities, and
services. Some are pet-friendly. Some offer shuttle

Come and enjoy your retirement in peaceful and
evolving surroundings. Whether you are an independent
retiree, semi-autonomous or dealing with a loss
of autonomy, we have what you need.

APARTMENTS

Enjoy a superb condo style apartment including
all services (except meals).

STUDIO SERVICE PACKAGE

Live in a spacious turnkey studio, including
a kitchenette with a microwave, sink, fridge
and balcony. Services and meals are included!

CARE UNIT

Benefit from healthcare tailored to your
needs and from all services in our
adapted care unit.

COME AND SEE US
TO BOOK YOUR NEW
LIVING SPACE!
* Certain conditions apply. Contact us for more information.

514 626-6651

manoirpierrefonds.com | info@manoirpierrefonds.com
18465 Gouin Boulevard West, Pierrefonds (QC) H9K 1A6

SUBSIDIARY OF

All services, for every budget.

services, gym, theatre, hair salon, dépanneur,
library, bowling, golf simulator, happy-hour
and a full schedule of activities.
Assisted Living
The government calls it semi-independent
living. These residences must meet the qualifications as outlined in Independent Living.
In addition, at least one of the services must
be personal assistance or nursing care. This
could include daily personal hygiene, dressing and bathing assistance, feeding, and
medication distribution. Most assisted living
apartments are studios with a select few
residences offering a one-bedroom option.
Several offer memory-care support specializing in mild to severe cases of dementia
including Alzheimer’s, vascular, Lewy body,
frontotemporal, and Parkinson’s. Some will
have a secure, coded section for those residents
at risk of wandering. Those offering memory
care support normally provide meals, medication management, laundry, housekeeping,
activities and daily living assistance.
CHSLD
A Centre d’hébergement et de soins de longue
durée (CHSLD) is a long-term care facility.
It is commonly known as a nursing home.
These residences offer the highest level of care
and must meet specific standards set by the
Ministry of Health and Social Services. We
are one of the few provinces that offer public
or private options. Pursuing the public option
requires an assessment by your local CLSC.
Waiting lists for a permanent bed usually
range from one to two years and is determined by a priority-based system. Private
CHSLDs are another option. The advantage
is usually a quicker moving date and the ability to choose a geographical area.
Tax credit
A major benefit of the Quebec private senior living industry is Revenue Quebec’s Tax
Credit for Home-Support Services for Seniors.
This is a monthly tax credit for those living
in a private senior residence. To qualify, you
must be 70 or older. The tax credit usually
averages between 10% - 15% of the monthly
rent, taking into consideration annual personal revenue and the services received.

The widest selection of plots in Greater Montréal.

Prearrangements
services :

• Cremation on site.

our counsellors will help
you make the best choices.

• Large selection of
indoor and outdoor
columbariums available.
• Crypts available in
modern mausoleums.

Call us
Visit us
Website
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514 735-1361 for an appointment.
4601, Côte-des-Neiges Road, Montréal H3V 1E7
notredamedesneigescemetery.ca

Irwin Block

Dropping in at their rehearsal, I
heard and saw the energy, verve,
and glorious harmonies that we’ve
come to expect from The Lyric
Theatre Singers.
Most of the 42 voices in the group
had gathered at a Montreal West
Church last month to run through
some of the songs in their latest
production, appropriately titled Too
Darn Hot! – A Sizzling Broadway
Revue. It plays at 8 pm June 13, 14,
and 15 at the DB Clarke Theatre of
Concordia U, with a matinee June 15.
Watching choreographer Jonathan Patterson fine-tuning movement and dance, I got a preview of
the ensemble’s latest show, and, yes,
it’s hot, hot, hot!
They were working on Paris
Holds the Key to Your Heart,
from the Broadway show and Disney film Anastasia. The lyrics are
simply and cleverly rendered, the
rhyming, harmony and rhythm
irresistible. They just don’t write them
that way anymore.
The signature tune is Cole Porter’s
classic Too Darn Hot, written for
the 1948 musical Kiss Me Kate in the
1953 MGM film. A five-piece band
will accompany the troupe including
pianist Chad Linsley. At rehearsal he
was pumped.
It’s not just oldies but goodies on
this year’s menu for the group that
was founded 54 years ago to produce
and promote musical theatre in our
town. Over the years it has established and maintained a standard of
excellence — polished and professional. The fact that many cast members are in their 20s and 30s – the age
range is 23-71 – means there is lots of
energy and a burning desire to reach
that higher level of performance.
Recent hits are being prepped for
the concerts including Answer Me
from The Band’s Visit – the Tony-

Award winning Broadway
hit about an Egyptian Orchestra finding its way in
southern Israel. The Lyric
show also rocks with the
rousing opening number
from Come From Away
called Welcome to the Rock,
the Broadway smash about
how Newfoundlanders welcomed 7,000 stranded air
passengers when flights were
diverted during 9/11.
A more historical perspective comes when the singers tell the
story of three families chasing the
American dream in the early 20th
century in a medley from Ragtime.
An innovation this year is a fivemember tap-dance number, choreographed for the song Good Mornin’
from Singin’ in the Rain, reflecting
the fact that this year’s crew includes
two Americans, who, says co-director Cathy Burns, “have tons of experience and are very good tappers.”
“We look at who we have among
our singers, what will interest, and
challenge them,” Burns noted.
“We’re upping the bar every year.”
The Cole Porter medley focuses
on the tunes that have become jazz
standards, starting with I’ve Got
You Under My Skin, and ends upbeat and torrid, with Too Darn Hot!
As opening day approached,
Burns says, “the show just flows,
flows, flows, from beginning to end.”
Burns, and co-director Bob Batchelor, with help from actor/singer/
musical director Chris Barillaro
each come up with a list and at a first
meeting look for interesting material, and decide what is appropriate
for the talent available.
“We also try to keep it fresh, look
for things that are current, and not
forgetting the standards, that are
super important,” Batchelor says.
“Some of our younger singers have
never heard some of the tunes, and
it’s like opening their ears, some-

Lyric Theatre Singers

thing new for them, and that’s very
exciting for me,” he adds.
“They bring their freshness to it
and the audience will pick up on
their enthusiasm.”
The Ragtime medley includes
relevant themes for today when
it comes to “justice, and treating
people of different ethnicities with
equality — and a lot about women
having no rights at all.”
“For me it’s one of the focal points
of the show, and the music is just superb – melodic and powerful: it will
certainly move people.”
Because a core group has been
with the Lyric Theatre for several
years, Batchelor says the energy and

strength in rehearsals has been “very
strong” and mastery of the material,
the blocking, and choreography is
moving faster than in previous years.
“I’m excited to see them get excited in front of the audience! It’s
really an eclectic program. I cannot
imagine that people will not enjoy
themselves.”
Too Darn Hot is on 8pm, June 13,
14, and 15 and at 2pm on June 15,
at Concordia’s DB Clarke Theatre,
1455 de Maisonneuve Blvd, near
Metro Guy-Concordia. Tickets cost
$38, seniors and students: $34, Children 12 and under: $17, and there are
group rates. Tickets: 514-743-3382
or lyrictheatrecompany.com
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This year’s Lyric Theatre just “too darn hot”
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Fête nationale et la Fête du Canada !
Our Best Wishes for Fête nationale
and Canada Day!
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The stories you hear about Japan
before you go there will be the same
stories you bring home. This was
your correspondent’s experience
during his recent tour of the Empire of the Rising Sun. Everything
I had heard about the country
proved demonstrably true, beginning with the diversity and charming bewilderment of its cuisine.
The Japanese are astonishingly
courteous and never, ever, late. Furthermore, and here is a rock-solid
certainty, they will invariably go out
of their way (and even far out of their
way) to help befuddled foreigners. I
could narrate adventures in relation
to each of these national traits, but
my report will be best served by a
focus on my principal lesson from
the trip – namely that the success of
a society is profoundly related to the
subtleties of its culture.
On first glance, the Japanese economy bears a distinct resemblance to
our own. Scan one of the country’s
highrise cities with a wide angle lens
and you will have trouble differentiating it from a typical North American metropolis.
The office buildings could be
transplants from Calgary or Cleveland. The dynamism on the streets
and ceaseless flow of traffic owe their
energy to familiar commerce. But
narrow the lens, look closer.

YOU don’t
need to be
ALONE...
We offer affordable
living for Autonomous and
Semi-Autonomous Seniors

World View
Michael Carin
Observe the behaviour of the conductor on the bullet train as he enters
or exits your car. He faces the passengers and … bows! Watch your
waiter’s face in any humble yakitori
grill or elaborate robatoyaki restaurant
should you offer a gratuity. The expression on your waiter’s face will turn
to one of puzzlement, or quite possibly
umbrage. Walk the teeming streets of
Tokyo, and note the absence of trash
bins. The Japanese are so punctilious
about minding their litter that they
keep it to themselves until a private
opportunity avails. Public spaces
remain spotless and unburdened.
These seemingly minor snapshots
of Japanese life struck me as keys to
understanding the country’s success.
When the train conductor bows he
is not simply paying respect to his
passengers. He is lending ceremony
to an everyday service. The relation
between provider and consumer has
been elevated to assume the trappings of dignity. More than a mere
manner, the nod of regard acts as a
signal of pride, which in turn says
this is a person who will do his
utmost to perform efficiently.

The gesture of tipping in Japanese
restaurants is heavily frowned upon,
because a waiter’s sensibility is almost certain to be offended. In Japan
the idea that one’s salary could be
insufficient compensation for one’s
labour is alien. The absence of tipping represents another example of
self-esteem operating in the workplace, and another open secret of the
country’s exceptional productivity.
The emphasis on a litter-free environment in Japan responds to a
collective will to perform all public
functions meticulously. You sense
this when you walk the streets. You
become aware of a palpable devotion
to civic standards and adherence to
the rules. (Woe unto anyone crossing the road against a red light!)
Again, here are elements of cooperation and self-possession that speak
to a nation’s values and fuel its drive.
Japan is a small densely populated
country without significant natural
resources, yet it has built a technological society that ranks among
the wealthiest in the world. Insights
into a few Japanese social ethics
only hint, of course, at the roots of
the country’s success, but they suggest how culture can engineer an
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The roots of Japanese prosperity reflect its culture

The author’s wife, Cielo, doing her diplomatic
best outside the Asakusa Temple in Tokyo.
The women in ceremonial kimonos were
marking Golden Week, a series of four
national holidays made exceptional this year
by the ascent to the Chrysanthemum Throne
of the new Emperor, Natuhito.

economy. The foundational credit
for Japan’s prosperity belongs to the
spirit, discipline, and customs of the
Japanese people.
If you crave a positive culture shock,
book a tour of Japan. I wager that no
place on earth will deliver a more upbeat perspective on human progress.
Michael Carin is a Montreal writer.
His most recent book is the novel,
Churchill At Munich.
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Joyous and meaningful Century Songbook returns to Segal
The saga of 100 years of Jewish life in Montreal
was deemed worthy of celebration and A Century Songbook, as conceived and performed
by members of the Dora Wasserman Yiddish
Theatre was such a hit two years ago that a
revised version is returning this spring.
The show played to sold-out audiences in five
performances in 2017, and this year it’s on for 14
shows June 16-30 at the main stage, known as the
Sylvan Adams Theatre of the Segal Centre, 5170
Côte Ste. Catherine.
The original and revised editions were written by
Yiddish Theatre veteran Edit Kuper, and it touches
base with the community’s achievements and
challenges, from early immigration, the needle
trade and the union movement, Israel’s birth in
1948, Sephardic immigration, the campaign to free
Soviet Jewry, and March of the Living.
Songs and personal stories that exemplify these
eras are sung and told in revue style in English,

Photo: Leslie Schachter

Irwin Block

French, Yiddish, Hebrew, Russian and Amharic.
Audrey Finkelstein returns as director with pianist

Nick Burgess as musical director, leading a sextet.
The performers represent several generations of
Yiddish theatre veterans and newcomers and the
energy and talent in this show are remarkable.
Two special events are planned: Friday, June 21,
an early performance at 6pm will be followed by a
traditional Shabbat dinner. Tickets may be purchased separately for this event.
Thursday, June 27, the Segal hosts a Relaxed
Performance at 7 pm for people living with disabilities including Autism, learning disabilities, sensory
or processing disorders, children, and those with
physical impairments. Pricing and information:
514-739-7944.
Regular tickets cost $54 but discounts are available for groups, seniors, students, and those under
30. Previews start with a 1:30 pm matinee Sunday,
June 16 and continue June 17 at 8 pm. Opening
night is June 18 and the regular run starts 8 pm,
June 19 and continues to June 30 with matinees
June 23 and 30.
Info: 514-739-2301 or segalcentre.org

Should I get a divorce or a separation?
Last month we explored the difference between a
divorce and an annulment of marriage so it makes
sense to now address the question of divorce
versus separation.
First we will look at the similarities. Both involve a
certain rupturing of the marital life of a couple and
end the obligation to live together. Both can result
in an order for spousal support if the circumstances
justify it. And in both cases, the rights and duties
of fathers and mothers towards their children are
unaffected, so child custody, visitation, and support
are also important parts of the court order that will
pronounce either the divorce or separation.
Of the two, divorce is the more difficult to obtain,
and the more permanent. According to the Canadian Divorce Act, a province can have jurisdiction
to pronounce a divorce if at least one of the parties
has been living in the province for at least one year
prior to initiating proceedings. To obtain a divorce,

Legally
Speaking
Daniel Romano
BCL, LL.B., MA

you have to allege sufficient grounds, such as cruelty or
infidelity of the other spouse. If you want a ‘no-fault’
divorce, you can apply for a divorce based on having
lived separate and apart for at least one year. Once you
are divorced, your property will have been divided and
you will both be single individuals.
A separation is easier to obtain. Note that you can
always get ‘physically’ separated by having one or the
other person move out. This is what we call a de facto
separation. If you want to go the next step and get an
actual de jure (“legal”) separation, then you have to state
in an application to the Court that you no longer have

AT THE HERRON SENIOR
RESIDENCE, WE TAKE
CARE OF YOU LIKE A
FAMILY MEMBER!
“For me, nursing is much more
than a job. It’s my calling and
it’s my everyday life. Over the
years, the CHSLD Herron has
become my second home. I love
to work here, I enjoy taking care
of our residents and working
together with their families. It
makes me happy to see them
happy.”

ZEENA NOZETZ
RN Nurse

514 631-7288

residenceherron.com | info@chsldherron.com
2400 Herron Road Dorval, Quebec H9S 5W3

SUBSIDIAIRE DE
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the will to live with your spouse. According to
the Civil Code of Quebec, there is no minimal
residency requirement and there are no other
preconditions. The Court will issue orders with
respect to support, custody, visitation, and
possibly separation of some or all assets.
This is one of the reasons that separation
is the rupture of choice for people who have
recently moved to Quebec (or back to Quebec)
and do not yet meet the one-year requirement
for a divorce. You will, however, still be legally
married and will still have certain marital
obligations and rights. This can also be advantageous for those who are not yet certain that
they want to end the marriage.
Since your marriage will still be in effect,
putting an end to a separation is as simple as
just moving back in with one another.
Please do note that there are an infinite
number of strategic reasons for choosing one
over the other. In one of our cases for a family of foreign nationals, the parties wanted to
divorce, but after careful legal consideration,
decided that it would be best to start with a
separation so as to avoid visa problems for the
unemployed spouse and so that all the members of the family could continue to benefit for
a while longer from insurance coverage provided by the employer.
After three years of legal separation, the
couple finally divorced when the circumstances
were more conducive to this more complete
rupture. It is imperative to weigh a large number of factors carefully before making such an
important decision.
Daniel Romano is an attorney with KALMAN
SAMUELS, a family law firm. Next issue we
will address the challenge of Executing foreign
judgments.
Dear Reader, these articles contain general
information about interesting legal topics and
are not offered as legal opinions. Please do not
hold KALMAN SAMUELS, Attorneys, or The
Senior Times liable for any consequences arising from any attempts to rely on this material.
If you need a legal opinion, we recommend
you consult a qualified attorney.

Dining OUT
Montreal International Portugal Festival
Explore – Discover – Participate
Montreal will host the 6th edition
of the Montreal International Portugal Festival (MIPF), in the Portuguese neighbourhood on Rachel
and St-Urbain from June 14 to 16.
There are 55,000 Portuguese living
in Montreal. Portugal’s national
holiday is June 10. Canada has now
recognized June as Portugal’s History and Heritage Month. The event
features free outdoor programming,
diverse music and an array of meals
including grilled chicken.
There will be kiosks, exhibitions
and a soccer tournament. There will
be a parade is on Sunday, June 16

at 2pm (Rachel and St-Urbain)
where spectators will experience
traditional folklore music.
Portugal has become one of the
most coveted travel destinations. In
2017, it broke a record, welcoming
23 million tourists.
Editor’s Note: See our article on
Coimbra, Portugal on page 22 and 23.

Havana Dining: Karma or Karl Marx?

On my last night in Havana earlier
this year, I invited several friends
to a restaurant called Karma, an
eclectic, atmospheric place that
featured a pantomime artist and
friendly servers.
I had invited my good friend,
Alberto, who teaches art at the Centro Sepharde. He is a talented artist
specializing in fabric art. After an
hour, we wondered why he hadn’t
arrived. Finally we got a call from

him saying he was at “Karl Marx.”
It seems he had confused Havana’s
Karl Marx Theatre, which was in a
totally different area of the city, with
the Karma restaurant. He hadn’t understood my pronunciation, I guess.
Irwin had another interpretation.
He confused the Old Cuba with the
Future Cuba.
Either way, I will make it up to
him next time, with another invitation to the … Future Cuba.

Breakfast

Buy a plate of 2 eggs with meat,
omelette, pancake, french toast or
combos and get a free breakfast.
The free breakfast will be:
2 eggs with potatoes, toast
and coffee.

HAPPY FATHER’S DAY!
Enjoy a FREE LUNCH OR SUPPER

11 before taxes
When a second meal of equal or superior value is purchased.
or SAVE $10 before taxes
of up to $

When two meals are purchased of $10 or more each.

MENU À LA CARTE ONLY

Not valid for take-out. Offer cannot be combined with any other specials or promotions.

15 Bouchard Blvd., Dorval • 514-631-2233
barbiesrestaurant.com

Extensive Menu! Always Fresh!

www.bmrestaurant.com

BREAKFAST, LUNCH & DINNER • TAKE-OUT & DELIVERY
SERVING BREAKFAST UP TO 4PM EVERYDAY!

Happy Father’s Day!

6200 Somerled 514-484-4959 • 120 St. Viateur 514-223-9255

Restaurant

C
Cape Cod

Fish & Chips, Seafood,
Squid, Shrimp and more

Call for your reservation.

Every
Monday
is a
seniors day.
Free soup.
Free Coffee.
And free dessert.

160 Ste. Anne, St. Anne-de-Bellevue
Terrasse is NOW OPEN
514-457-0081

Bring Dad for Breakfast and Lunch!

Happy Father’s Day!
Hot chicken sandwich ............................ $8.95
Club roll ....................................................... $8.95
Chicken wings trio.................................... $8.95
Chicken schnitzel burger trio ............... $8.95
Special club sandwich ............................ $9.95
.95
M Hamburger steak...................................... $9
.95
E Fish & Chips................................................ $9
N Spaghetti smoked meat ........................ $9.95
L
u
n
c
h

U

21 oz Pepsi included

Bon Appétit !

514-481-8114 6752 ST-JACQUES W
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W h a t ’ s h ap p ening in JUN E

Ruth Richler Memorial Lecture June 8

McGill Sociology professor, Morton Weinfeld,
will deliver the annual Ruth Richler Memorial
Lecture on Jews as the Persistent ‘Other’ — The
Landscape of Modern Antisemitism, Saturday,
June 8, 7:30pm at Dorshei Emet Synagogue,
18 Cleve Rd, Hampstead.

Learn about fraud that targets seniors

To mark World Elder Abuse Awareness Day June
15, Neighborhood Police Station (PDQ) 11 of
the SPVM will host a presentation on Fraud
Awareness in collaboration with the Bank of
Canada on June 12, 10:30am – noon at New
Hope Senior Citizens Center 6225 Godfrey Ave.
NDG. PDQ11 community relations constables
Demystifying Art Therapy June 18
will discuss different types of fraud targeting seTo mark Mental Health Week, Friends for Men- niors. Free admission.
tal Health will present Demystifying Art Therapy Info: Constable Isabelle Dubé at 514-280-9411 or
in French at Beaconsfield Library, 303 Beacons- at isabelle.dube@spvm.qc.ca
field Blvd, Tuesday, June 18 at 6:30pm. Gabrielle
Gingras, art therapist, will lead the presentation
Miró exhibit in Quebec City
and can answer questions in English. Discover
Art lovers have an additional reason to head
the process and benefits of art therapy and self- up to Quebec City this summer – a major exhibiexpression. No artistic skills required.
tion of works by Spanish master Juan Miró at the
Musée National des Beaux-Arts until Sept. 8.
B’nai Brith Quebec Bingo Night July 4
Miró in Mallorca consists of 200 paintings,
7pm: Entrance is free. Bingo cards available at sculptures and paper works, including sev$10 for three cards. Lots of prizes. Adath Syna- eral larges canvases – a retrospective from his
gogue, 223 Harrow, Hampstead. 18+
mature period from 1956-81. It is the first Miró
exhibit in Quebec in more than 30 years.
The pieces are from the artist’s descendants and
the museum dedicated to the artist on the island
where he lived. The museum is at 179 Grande
PROTECT YOURSELF ONLINE Allée in Quebec’s Upper Town.
Info: mnbaq.org or 1-418-643-2150.

DON’T GET HACKED!
Small classes starting soon
Private lessons available

Atwater Library

and Computer

Centre

1200 Atwater at St. Catherine

www.atwaterlibrary.ca • 514 935 7344

Bonnie Sandler, BSW
• Housing Expert for Seniors
Autonomous,
Assisted Living,
Long Term Care
• Alzheimer’s Expertise

Residential Real Estate Broker

Groupe Sutton Centre Ouest Inc.,
Real Estate Agency

514-497-3775

bonniesandler.com

ELDER AIDE
ASSOCIATES
A network of professionals
providing services in social work,
senior relocation, real estate,
accounting, financial planning
and legal matters at
reasonable rates.

Group information sessions

438-390-3705

Volunteer at the CIUSSS West-Central

Volunteer for long-term senior care facilities to
help with recreation, visiting, escorts to appointments, and meals. Volunteers are also needed
to assist at the CLSC de Benny Farm reception.
Interpersonal skills, two to four hours a week and
training are a must. Two volunteer information
meetings will be held at the CLSC de Benny,
6484 Monkland, Tue, June 11 at 9:30 am and
Wed, June 12 at 1pm.
Info and registration: 514-484-7878, # 63146.

Dr. Serge Gauthier speaks at conference

Seniors Action Quebec is holding a conference
June 13 enabling health care professionals and
seniors to talk together about a variety of needs
facing the community. It takes place at Ramada
Plaza, 6445 Decarie Blvd.
It runs 8:30am to 1pm, when lunch will be served
to those who register for it. The guest speaker is
Dr. Serge Gauthier, the noted neurologist and
director of the McGill University Research
Centre for Studies in Aging.
Among topics to be discussed: how to find a
family physician, the role and benefits of Super
Clinics, chronic pain management, eating healthy
on a budget, the role of the pharmacist, keeping
your balance and fall prevention, and how to get
a better night’s sleep.
Also on the menu is information on a “virtual
tour” that can be taken at a later date, which
can help understand what people with dementia
experience, and how the tour can relieve stress for
family and caregivers.
The group’s annual general meeting will follow
the luncheon. Tickets for the full event including lunch cost $60, while seniors 65 and up and
students pay $35. Without lunch, tickets cost $45,
while seniors and students pay $20.
Info: 450-455-5982
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Cummings Centre Events

Cummings Centre Global Affairs features
Profiling the Criminal Mind, a look at the
art and science in criminal and civil investigations at 1:30-3:30pm till June 26 at 5700
Westbury. Cost for 4 sessions is $40.
Digital Painting: learn this technique in
which a stylus becomes your digital paintbrush, 1-4pm, June 6-27 at 5700 Westbury.
Four sessions: $80.
Build bowls in wood 9-11:30am, June 6 July 4 at 5700 Westbury. Cost for 5 sessions:
$75 (materials included).
Cummings in the City presents Tastes of
Thai Cuisine, June 11 at 11:30am at Brasserie Pamika, 901 Sherbrooke E. $36.
Clay sculpture. Create expressive sculptures
using hand-building techniques. 9am-12pm
June 27 - July 25 at 5700 Westbury. Cost for
5 sessions is $90.
Cummings West Island breakfast June 11
at 96 Roger Pilon DDO is a monthly opportunity to schmooze over breakfast and
enjoy thought-provoking lectures. The topic
is News and Views with Stan Nachfolger at
8:30am. $5/member $10/guest.
To register: for all classes, call 514-343-3510

Iris screened June 19

7pm: Cummings Centre and Dollard Centre
for the Arts presents Iris at 12001 Salisbury
Blvd., DDO. Iris Apfel, 97, quick-witted,
flamboyantly dressed and a recently signed
model is the subject of this documentary
about creativity. $10.
Cummings W. offers in-home training
For West Island residents, fitness trainers will
bring their expertise to you to help improve
your functional strength, mobility, endurance
and confidence. Info and rates: 514-734-1797
A Nature’s Way Tour July 3
9:30 - 5pm: Spend a summer day in the
Laurentians. A guide will lead you through
the 14 themed gardens of Route des Gerbes
D’Angelica. Continue to Intermiel and learn
about honey and taste the products before
you buy. Lunch is included. $65 member/$95
guest. Info: 514-734-1748

Overeaters Anonymous

Twelve-step recovery group for compulsive
overeaters, anorexics and bulimics. No weigh-ins,
dues or fees. 514-488-1812

Erratum

In an article on The War Amps in the May
Senior Times, the amount spent in 2017 on
its Child Amputee Program was erroneously
reported. The correct amount is $9.2 million.

MOVERS & SHAKERS

Mayer

Roofing

MOVING SERVICE DE DÉMÉNAGEMENT

Repairs guaranteed
Complete roof
complete insurance
complete maintenance
Free estimate
FINANCING AVAILABLE

Moving & Storage
Make the right move
Family operated

•
•
•
•

RBQ : 5721-5766-01

n All types of roofing:
flat, slope and white roofs
n Membrane/Rubber
n Tar
n Shingles
n Serving the Greater Montreal area

Reliable
Affordable
Licensed & insured
Local & long distance

FREE ESTIMATE 514-292-3742

Free Estimate 514-336-2654

Olympia Renovation Inc.

Windows, Doors, Balconies, Basement,
Bathroom, Plumbing, Electrical,
Painting, Brickpointing, Cement Work,
Welding, Sanding Floors, plus
Management Services.
Call 514-246-1754 / 514-324-9597

29

daviderratt@gmail.com

514-651-2520
DSE Construction.ca

Psychic Centre
Master: Kali
• Palm & Face Reading
• Any problem
can be solved
• Lifetime
protection
438-229-6038

PIANO TUNING

Advertise

your service here
for only $189
for 3 months!

Hands-on & trustworthy approach
We specialize in:
• Organizing and decluttering
• Downsizing • Helping you move

OFF

with
this ad.

Contact Anna & Susan today
for a free consultation!
514-998-3947 | 514-652-8831
makespaceforlife.ca

Ask for Shirley or Thelma

Name:
Address:
City:
Postal Code:
Tel:

Please make cheque or
money order payable to:
5890 Monkland Ave. #202
Montreal, QC H4A 1G2

Prov:

or pay by
or
Tel: 514-484-5033
Fax: 514-484-8254

1 YEAR • 9 ISSUES + THE ANNUAL RESOURCE DIRECTORY

ACROSS
1 Bojangles' forte
4 Buffalo iceman
9 Hold your breath
in anticipation
13 "OK, I guess."
14 Welcoming word
from Hawaiian Airlines
15 Benevolent org.
since 1868
16 Have a blast with
the old man, say?
19 Logically connect
20 Right around the corner
21 Alternative to using a
bullhorn, maybe?
28 Flue build-up
29 Poison dogwood
30 Watch through the
keyhole, say
33 Where Xmas lights
often shine
35 Walking mannerism
36 Get a move on, quaintly
37 "Ain't ___ Sweet?"
38 Something you might
say to the doc.
41 Feeling of fury
42 McNally's publishing
partner
44 Wired
46 Sixties "trip" inducer

Professional Organizers

Call 514-484-5033

WE DELIVER! • FIRST CLASS MAIL! • BRING US RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR.

Oh, Dada!

10 %

Fine tuning $88
Call / Text
514-206-0449

MAY SOLUTIONS

Local, Long Distance, Pianos, Storage, etc...

RBQ: 5643-8831-01

DECKS and FENCES
• Professional, Competitive Prices
• 30 Years of Experience
• Member of ACQ
• Insured with no Deductibles to be paid
• Free Wardrobe Boxes & Mattress Covers
• 10% Discount for Seniors

RBQ: 5665-6747-01
IKO certified and fully insured

514-735-8148

Call Benoit: 514-250-4811

Adrian Powell

13
17
18
22
23
24
25

___ precedent
Heavy burdens
Derbies and Stetsons
47 Get the knots out
Webster, the lexicographer
49 Israel's Golda
Want in the worst way
50 Mom's classic
It's summer in Paris
parental deflection
Current way to
57 Contemptible bounder
apply for jobs
58 Amazon jungle vine
26 What socks come in
59 Melvin Earl Combs,
27 Emulated Bernhardt
future rap icon's parent
30 Apathetic gesture
65 '96 Philip Kerr
31 "Grand" instrument
best selling novel
32 Yiddish gossipmonger
66 Triangular Mid-east
34 More rational
peninsula
39 "Oh, yeah? You wish!"
67 Small, reddish
40 Calgary's daily paper
European deer
43 About as much ice
68 Aqua's kin
cream as you can get!
69 Soccer squads
45 Aussie bird you could
70 "Go on …"
see out back, in the outback
48 Barely scraped by
DOWN
51 Reason for bread going up
1 Poisonous stuff
52 A Clark Gable movie, now
2 Vail's rival
53 Jewel-encrusted headband
3 FDR's affliction
54 Was wearing
4 Melancholy
55 Stopped
5 Stout cousin
56 Singer Charles and
6 Hood's weapon
actor Romano
7 Endangered 2 tonne beast 59 Dog or cat, usually
8 Gone down the hatch
60 "___ it or lose it!"
9 Wraparound greeting
61 US Airline safety org.
10 Bernese peak
62 Proof of paternity
11 Letters that’ll stop a bout 63 Sweet potato, familiarly
12 Uncanny sense, briefly
64 Your dad's gal, for short
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MS Walk of hope raises funds, morale Harley on my lap on a flight from Miami
Barbara Moser

I was relaxing in my aisle seat on
a flight from Miami when who
should approach me and indicate
that she had the window seat, but
a young woman and Harley, who
happened to look like my dog
Rufus. Both (dogs) are chihuahuas.
Having Maya and Harley with
me or on me (at least Harley) made
the time fly (excuse the pun). Maya
was happy and relieved that I was a
dog lover and we traded personality traits (of our chis) all the way to
Montreal. It turns out that they both
growl at big dogs.
Rufus is more aggressive and barks
when people enter and leave our
The Annual West Island MS Walk
The walk was 5km with many roll- home. Rufus hates it when people
on Sunday, May 26, was a great ing in wheelchairs. This is a National kiss or hug or dance. Harley is fine
success with 350 walkers, 55 volun- event for the MS Society with more with it all. Both pee at every tree or
teers and representation from local than 135 walks across Canada, 17 of bush or when they smell another
politicians, organizers say.
which are in Quebec.
dog. Harley cuddled happily on my
Over $88,000 was collected with
Ms. Madeleine Couillard, 96, started lap while Maya took a nap whereas
80% going to MS research and 20% the WI group in 1974 and is still on the Rufus would never have cuddled
designated for services to members Board of Directors. Other seniors with a stranger.
in the West Island. Walkers met up involved in the group are Renée
Why am I telling you all this? Beat Des Sources high school in DDO. Desmarais, 91 and Jack Muller, 85.
cause I think Air Canada and other
airlines should ask people if they
don’t mind sitting beside an animal.
Some people don’t like the idea of
being so close to a dog or cat or perhaps they’re allergic.
I loved having Harley on me but
I’d have liked to tell that to an agent
before the flight. My aunt, on the
other hand, thought I had endured
her worst nightmare when I told her
of my experience.

Vast Choice of Incontinence Products

Ask for Free Sample

Mon Petit Monde Inc.
Look for referral in www.smartshoppingmontreal.com
“Speciality Services”

Consultation and Discreet Home Delivery

514-955-0101
3 ½, 4 ½

Waterfront
Clean, quiet
building
Fridge • Stove
Hot water
Outdoor pool
Sauna • Gym
Wheelchair
access
CaroleC@hsprop.com
Montrealapt.ca
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Agents should make the effort to
team up single passengers with pets
with others who don’t mind dogs
beside them.
Maya said she had just received
her therapy dog certificate online
and all she had to do was get a note
from a doctor saying she was afraid
of the turbulence, (which she was...
Sort of.) Now couldn’t I do that and
have my Rufus on the seat. Would
that mean telling a lie (because in
fact I am not afraid of flying)?
By the way, Harley was on my lap
during the “turbulence” not Maya’s.
According to Maya, it’s free for
therapy dogs and I would save the
$200 in flight expense for him. Still
would I be comfortable lying?
It’s becoming common to have
your animal declared a therapy dog,
or your reptile, rodent, bird, or turtle (just kidding), but with this new
freedom comes responsibility and,
it lies with the airline who should
try to make their passengers happy,
making sure, when they can, that
they are placed near animals if they
like them and away from them if
they don’t.
Just so you know, to fly with your
dog in the cabin, they have to be
under 18 pounds and fit under the
seat in front of you in a kennel that is
soft and especially designed for this
purpose. That’s one criteria when
adopting a dog: Will you be able to
travel with them under your seat or
in your lap?

Gamblers who can’t afford it lose the most
Concordia professor Sylvia Kairouz says governments are profiting from a largely underprivileged
group. The majority of gamblers
try their luck only on occasion and
tend not to risk significant sums.
But a recent international study
shows that a small number of problem gamblers account for most of
the money spent in casinos, video
lottery terminals and sports tracks.
Kairouz and her colleagues in
Germany and France published
a paper on gambling habits in
the Journal of Business Research.
They found that even though
Quebec, France and Germany have
different gambling cultures and
favoured modes of gambling,
spending was always concentrated
among small groups.
“The strength of this study lies in
the ability to replicate our data in
three separate cultures,” says Kairouz, associate professor of Sociology

and Anthropology. She holds the
research chair on gambling at Concordia. Researchers found that
problem gamblers tend to be drawn
to specific types of games. Lotteries had the lowest rate of problem
gamblers.
In Quebec, slot machines, including video lottery terminals, are by far
the biggest draw, followed by table
games and poker.
In Quebec, she says, video lottery
terminals are disproportionately
found in less economically privileged areas. “We are making them
more accessible to people with lower
incomes and more adversity in
their lives.”
“We hope that this study is an
eye-opener for decision-makers
and gambling regulators,” she says.
“It provides good information for
people working in prevention, which
has to be more targeted and appropriate for specific at-risk groups.”

Debrah Gilmour’s pet portraits make treasured gifts

Debrah Gilmour is a Montreal
artist specializing in pet portraits,
portraiture and landscapes.
Her works are in private collections across Canada and four images
are available as greeting cards
published by les Éditions Galerie
l’Imagerie. Solo exhibitions and

group exhibitions give Gilmour a
charitable edge. She has donated
paintings to the Shield of Athena
and Bucks for Pups, an organization
that trains guide dogs for the visually impaired.
She works in a variety of media
including, watercolour, acrylic, pastel,

and coloured pencil. Of her pet
portraits, Gilmour says that her
inspiration comes from a love of
animals. “Pets are intuitive to our
emotions and supply us with unconditional love. I enjoy the challenge
of capturing their unique expressions and pet portraits can be a trea-

sured keepsake of a perfect friend.”
Debrah teaches for Centre d’Art
La Salamandre, Royal Vale School,
and senior residences as well as
privately.
She may be contacted at debgilmour@yahoo.ca or at 514-246-9092.
debrahgilmourart.com

First Class Boarding for all your pets:
Dogs • Cats • Birds • Rodents • Reptiles
Since 1990

IBPSA • IPATA • CQCD • CCMM • CKC

Photo 2
Photo 1

Photo 3

Photo 4
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boarding
Grooming
Pet Photography
Activities • Daycare
International Pet Relocation
Pickup & Delivery 7 days a week

514 631-1755
By Appointment Only

Photo 5

Photo 6

DORVAL

www.Manoir-Kanisha.com
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Historic, authentic Coimbra, Portugal
Times and Places
Barbara Moser

Our third stop on our way to Lisbon in the
summer of 2018, was the historic town of
Coimbra, known for its ancient library at the
university built in the 13thth century, one of
the oldest in Europe. The university is on a hilltop in the old town centre accessible through
narrow, winding lanes.
We stayed at Dona Ines, in the newer section,
a ten-minute walk to the old town. It’s a threestar featuring a large pool and a big, comfortable
room. We passed on the library costing 12 Euro
for a mere peek with no pics allowed. Instead we
chose to visit the wonderful botanical garden. At
the entrance there’s a Roman-era aqueduct. In the
hot summer that Portugal is experiencing it’s always great to be surrounded by greenery. There’s
a huge bamboo forest in the botanical gardens.
We discovered a lovely café in the main square
and succumbed to a marvelous mini spinach
quiche. The Portuguese do custards, melon, and
pastry very well. Chilled melon after any meal
is heavenly. In the Plaza Commercio, below the
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main square, we found a great little lunch place,
very authentic, where we dined on Portugal’s famous grilled sardines. There are so many little
family-run restaurants. In this one, the kids were
having lunch along with a tantrum as we walked
in. This family scene only encouraged us to stay.
Many Portuguese speak some English and
most understand Spanish although occasionally
neither works. Still, people are friendly, outgoing
and helpful. Going into one of these restaurants
and choosing from the menu of the day at 7.50E,
we were never disappointed.
Now for the real find, just across from our hotel,
we chanced upon a children’s shop, packed with
designer clothes for children and they were having a sale. We couldn’t help ourselves. We loaded
up with clothes for the grandkids and niece all
at bargain prices for quality togs. Why don’t we
have a place like this in Montreal?
There was a lovely little café on the corner across
from the hotel that was full of locals. On the first
visit we had coffees for the usual price of 70

centimes each, about $1. For some
reason, on our last morning, we ordered fresh orange juice and three
or four coffees and the bill came to
13.60 E. Walking out we realized
we’d been stiffed and at the hotel,
when we complained they told us
to go back and demand the “Complaints’ Book” and wrote it down
in Portuguese in big letters. We returned and kicked up quite a fuss
while the owner hid in the kitchen
and the waiter refused to answer
our questions about prices. While
everyone was looking on, the owner
finally emerged and after searching
tediously for the Complaints Book,

and after Barbara demanded loudly
that he return 5E, he reluctantly and
sheepishly did so.
Wherever you travel, count your
change along with your blessings,
and don’t be taken for a ride. Make
sure you ask the price before you
order, even if you ordered the same
thing the day before. To be fair, this
only happened once on our European stay as far as we know. Usually prices were fair and when they
weren’t we didn’t enter the premises.
From Coimbra it was a two-hour
train ride to Lisbon where we attended the Jazz em Agosto Festival,
a John Zorn special edition.
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You have many

wonderful years ahead of you !
A family business

To surround

yourself with
people who
understand you

To live independently

in a safe environment that
adapts to your changing needs

To live life

to the fullest,
at your own pace

Enjoy

life again !

To enjoy the

pleasure of food and
make your own choice

To receive visits

from loved ones, whenever
you want, without visiting
hours or reservations

At Les Résidences Soleil, you can afford it !
Visits 7 days/week, at no charge with no commitment : 1 800 363-0663
Boucherville, Brossard, Sherbrooke, St-Laurent, Musée (Sherbrooke), Laval, Sorel, Granby, Sainte-Julie
Mont St-Hilaire, Dollard-des-Ormeaux, St-Leonard, Pointe-aux-Trembles, Plaza (Downtown Montreal)
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